January 16, 2012
Nation of Change

Dear Sonia Alexander-White and Elizabeth Miller

Global Exchange is pleased to provide you with the accounting for the Nation of Change of grant in the amount of $10,000 designated for communications infrastructure and food and supplies costs for the Occupy Wall St West January 20, 2012, actions and follow-on organizing.

Thanks so much for helping to support this action. The support of NationofChange.org donors made it possible to communicate in real time among protestors, with grassroots media, mainstream press, and the general public, to print posters, and to feed hundreds of hungry protestors on the day of the actions.

Communications Infrastructure ($7071.51):

- $599.88 for 1 year access to evictions and foreclosures database
- $700 for occupywallstwest.org and twenty neighborhood website network
- $1152.86 for 8TB RAID disk setup for video capture and editing
- $759.74 for Panasonic video camera
- $87.33 night vision LED light for video shoots
- $99 hot spot physical device
- $588 10GB hot spot service for 1 year (not for video streaming)
- $148.93 smart phone for deployment at actions and video streaming
- $3035.76 smart phone service for 2 year

Food and Supplies ($2928.49):
- $2225.59 food
- $200 containers
- $100 for two+ cases of paper
- $402.90 Spotlight printing

Once again, thank you so much for supporting the Occupy Wall St West actions and organization.

Global Exchange’s Tax ID # is 94-3066686

Sincerely,
Kirsten Moller
Founding Director
Global Exchange